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Neutrino Oscillation
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θ13 < 10°
Short-Baseline Reactor ν
Accelerator ν

Remaining unknowns:1) mass hierarchy 2) CP phase

Magnitude of θ13 is the signpost to the
determination of these unknowns!
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θ13 measurement with reactor
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Reactor anti-neutrino survival probability
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Previous searches for oscillation due to ✓13 were limited by212

uncertainty in the ⌫
e

flux emitted by reactors [13, 14]. A dif-213

ferential comparison with an additional detector located near214

the reactor was proposed to overcome this uncertainty [17].215

With a far-versus-near detector arrangement, sensitivity to216

neutrino oscillation depends on relative uncertainties between217

detectors in the number of target protons Np, ⌫
e

detection218

efficiency ✏, and distances from the reactor L. If these219

relative uncertainties are well-controlled, small differences in220

the oscillation survival probability Psur become detectable in221

the ratio of the number of ⌫
e

interactions in the far relative to222

near detector,223
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Three experiments were constructed based on this tech-224

nique: the Daya Bay [18], RENO [19], and Double CHOOZ225

experiments [20]. In Mar. 2012, the Daya Bay experiment226

reported the discovery of ⌫
e

disappearance due to a non-227

zero value of ✓13 [21]. Oscillation due to ✓13 has since been228

confirmed by the other experiments [22, 23], as well as by229

other techniques [24, 25]. The relatively large ✓13 mixing has230

also allowed measurement of
���m2

ee

�� from the variation of231

the disappearance probability versus ⌫
e

energy. Compatibility232

of the mass-squared difference with that obtained from233

the disappearance of accelerator and atmospheric ⌫
µ

’s with234

GeV-energies firmly establishes the three-flavor model of235

neutrino mass and mixing.236

This paper provides a detailed review of the Daya Bay237

measurement of neutrino oscillation. Section II gives238

an overview of the experiment. The calibration and239

characterization of the experiment are presented in Section III.240

Identification of reactor ⌫
e

interactions, signal efficiencies,241

and assessment of backgrounds are discussed in Section IV.242

Section V presents an analysis of neutrino oscillation using243

the measured ⌫
e

rate and spectra, while Section VI contains244

concluding remarks.245

II. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION246

The relative measurement of oscillation, as summarized247

in Eq. 4, motivated much of the design of the Daya Bay248

experiment. The disappearance signal is most pronounced249

at the first oscillation minimum of Psur. Based on existing250

accelerator and atmospheric ⌫
µ

measurements of �m2
32, this251

corresponded to a distance Lf⇡1.6 km for reactor ⌫
e

with a252

mean energy of ⇠4 MeV. Significant ⌫
e

disappearance in253

the near detectors would have reduced the overall sensitivity254

of the far-to-near comparison, so Ln was kept to ⇠500 m255

or less. The use of identically-designed modular detectors256

limited variations in relative number of target protons Np257

and efficiency ✏ between detectors. Situating detectors at258

a sufficient depth underground reduced cosmogenic-muon-259

induced neutrons and short-lived isotopes, the most prominent260

backgrounds for reactor ⌫
e

detection. Statistical sensitivity261

increases with ⌫
e

flux, target size, and detector efficiency,262

arguing for the use of intense reactors and large detectors.263

The campus of the Daya Bay nuclear power plant near264

Shenzhen, China was well-suited for this purpose. At the time265

of this measurement the facility consisted of six 2.9 GWth266

pressurized water reactors (PWRs) and produced roughly267

3.5 ⇥ 1021 ⌫
e

/s, making it one of the most intense ⌫
e

sources268

on Earth. Steep mountains adjacent to the reactors provided269

ample shielding from cosmogenic muons. Underground270

experimental halls were excavated to accommodate 160 tons271

of fiducial target mass for ⌫
e

interactions, equally divided272

between locations near and far from the reactors. With273

this arrangement, a total of ⇠2000 ⌫
e

interactions per day274

were detected near to, and ⇠250 far from, the reactors,275

with cosmogenic backgrounds contributing less than 0.5%.276

The target mass was divided between 8 identically-designed277

modular antineutrino detectors (ADs). Installing at least278

two ADs in each experimental hall allowed side-by-side279

demonstration of <0.2% variation in ⌫
e

detection efficiency280

between detectors. A confirmation of the side-by-side281

performance of the first two ADs was given in [26]. These282

basic characteristics have yielded measurements of ✓13 with283

⇠4% precision and
���m2

ee

�� with ⇠3% precision, as will be284

discussed in this paper. This section provides an abbreviated285

description of the Daya Bay experiment, while a more detailed286

description is given in [27].287

FIG. 1. Layout of the Daya Bay experiment. The Daya Bay
and Ling Ao nuclear power plant (NPP) reactors (red circles) were
situated on a narrow coastal shelf between the Daya Bay coastline
and inland mountains. Two antineutrino detectors installed in each
underground experimental hall near to the reactors (EH1 and EH2)
measured the ⌫e flux emitted by the reactors, while four detectors
in the far experimental hall (EH3) measured a deficit in the ⌫e flux
due to oscillation. The detectors were built and initially tested in a
surface assembly building (SAB), transported to a liquid scintillator
hall (LS Hall) for filling, and then installed in an experimental hall.

The reactors at Daya Bay were arranged in two clusters:288

the Daya Bay cluster hosted two reactors (D1 and D2),289

while the Ling Ao cluster hosted four (L1, L2, L3 and290

L4). Correspondingly, four near detectors were divided291

between two near experimental halls (EH1 and EH2) near292

the two clusters. The remaining four detectors were293

installed in a single far hall (EH3). The locations of the294

DayaBay: Relative measurement method:

To overcome the uncertainty from reactor
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Daya Bay collaboration
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Daya Bay Experiment

EH1

EH2

EH3

EH2

EH1

EH3

3 Experimental Halls (EH)
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Antineutrino Detector (AD)

5 m

Automatic Calibration Units

𝒏 + 	  𝒙𝐆𝐝 → 	  𝒙<𝟏𝐆𝐝 +𝜸?𝒔 ~30	  µs 8MeV
𝒏 + 𝐇 → 𝐃+𝜸 ~200 µs 2.2MeV

Prompt signal

Delayed Signal

𝝂F𝒆 + 𝒑 → 𝒆< + 𝒏

• Inverse beta decay (IBD) reaction

20t GdLS 20t LS

3. m

4 m

l Water Cerenkov Detectors
• 2.5 m of water from any direction
• Two optically-isolated detectors at each hall
• Tags cosmic muons
• Shields against low energy radiation from surrounding 

material
l Resistive plate chambers (RPCs)

• Covers water pool for further muon tagging

target: Gd-loaded 
Scintillator (GdLS), 20t

γ-catcher: normal 
Scintillator (LS), 22t

buffer shielding: mineral 
oil
(MO), 36t
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Far Hall (EH3)

Automatic Calibration Units (ACUs)

Antineutrino Detector(AD)

Water Cerenkov Detector

RPC

7
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Installation of ADs

6-AD 8-AD Data Taking
20132012 2014 2015

EH2

Experimental Hall 1 (EH1) EH3 EH3

EH2

AD = 
Antineutrino
Detector

1230-day data of results  will 
be presented in this talk.

621-day data

2016

1230-day data

217 days
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Energy Calibration

l PMT gain
Single p.e. from PMT dark noise

Weekly deployment of LED

l Energy reconstruction
Calibration sources

Spallation neutrons

l Relative energy scale
68Ge, 60Co, 241Am-13C

Spallation neutrons

Natural radioactivity

The relative energy scale uncertainty is less than 0.2%.
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Energy model
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FIG. 15. The estimated ratio of the reconstructed over true
energy, E

rec

/E
true

, for positron interactions contained within the
antineutrino detector target (red solid line). The two 0.511-MeV �-
rays from positron annihilation were included in the energy. The
model was determined using calibration data from �-ray sources and
electrons from 12B decay. The resulting 68% C.L. region (gray
shaded band) constrains this ratio to better than 1% over most of
the energy range of interest. An independent estimate, which relied
on the �+� spectra from bismuth and thallium decay as well as
the Michel electron spectrum endpoint, produced a consistent model
(blue dotted line).

included the 53 MeV endpoint in the Michel electron954

spectrum from muon decays, and the continuous �+� spectra955

from bismuth and thallium decay. The estimated model of the956

electronics nonlinearity was corroborated by comparison with957

PMT data obtained using an independent waveform digitizer958

system. All measurements have been found to be consistent959

with the estimated model within their respective uncertainties.960

In turn, the estimated positron response model was stable961

within the 1-� uncertainty band under addition or removal of962

any single calibration reference data set. As a result of this963

extensive modeling of the positron energy response, the final964

⇠1% uncertainty is small when compared with the overall965

uncertainty for �m2
ee found in the study presented here.966

IV. ANTINEUTRINO SIGNAL AND BACKGROUNDS967

The relative far-versus-near measurement of neutrino968

oscillation, as expressed in Eq. 4, motivated a particular969

approach to ⌫
e

selection. The selection criteria were not970

necessarily designed to maximize ⌫
e

efficiency and minimize971

backgrounds. Instead, the criteria were chosen specifically to972

minimize relative uncertainties in the comparison of signals973

observed among the eight detectors. The following section974

provides a detailed description of the ⌫
e

selection criteria,975

assessment of the relative efficiencies between detectors, and976

estimation of the residual backgrounds for the analysis of977

neutrino oscillation. To briefly summarize, a total of more978

than 2.5 ⇥ 106 ⌫
e

candidate interactions were identified,979

with potential variation in efficiency between detectors was980

estimated at 0.13%, while background contamination was981

less than a few percent with an uncertainty of .0.2% in the982

sample.983

Two independent methods and software were developed984

for selection of the antineutrino candidates. Here we refer985

to these two approaches as antineutrino selection A and986

selection B. These methods differed most significantly in their987

choice of energy calibration and reconstruction: selection A988

used reconstruction A and selection B used reconstruction B.989

The two methods also differed slightly in their approach to990

background rejection. Both methods are discussed here, with991

their differences highlighted. Table II provides a side-by-side992

comparison of the two selection methods.993994

A. Antineutrino Selection995

As discussed in Sec. I, antineutrino inverse beta decay996

interactions provide a very characteristic pattern of two time-997

correlated signals of specific energies. The first, or prompt,998

signal is an e+ which slows via ionization and then annihilates999

in the scintillator, generating from 1 to 8 MeV of visible1000

energy. The observed energy can be used to accurately1001

estimate the original energy of the incident ⌫
e

. Each IBD1002

interaction also produces a free neutron. Carrying only1003

O(10 keV) of kinetic energy, the neutron thermalizes in1004

⇠10 µs via collisions with nuclei in the scintillator. For1005

IBD interactions within the Daya Bay GdLS targets, the1006

thermalized neutron was subsequently captured by a nucleus1007

with a characteristic time constant of ⌧ ' 28 µs. The excited1008

nucleus then relaxed via emission of �-rays. The interactions1009

of these �-rays within the scintillator produced the second, or1010

delayed, signal. Within the Gd-loaded target region, ⇠84% of1011

the captures occurred on either 157Gd (⇠81.5%, 7.95 MeV)1012

or 155Gd (⇠18.5%, 8.54 MeV). The multiple �-rays emitted1013

upon capture could be distinguished from natural radioactive1014

backgrounds with energies predominately below 5 MeV. IBD1015

interactions followed by neutron capture on Gd are the focus1016

of the study presented here.1017

The remaining ⇠16% of neutrons captured almost entirely1018

on 1H, releasing a single 2.2-MeV �-ray. For capture on1019
1H, it was not possible to clearly discriminate whether the1020

⌫
e

interacted within the target region or in the gamma-1021

catcher region. Analysis of the n-1H data therefore suffered1022

from larger uncertainties in target volume and detector1023

response, as well as a much more significant background1024

contamination. Despite these obstacles, independent mea-1025

surements of neutrino oscillation have been obtained using1026

these interactions [34, 36], with results that were consistent1027

with the analysis of signals identified by n-Gd capture, albeit1028

with less precision.1029

In the study presented here, antineutrino IBD interactions1030

were selected by searching for pairs of interactions separated1031

by 1 to 200 µs, with a prompt reconstructed energy, Ep,1032

between 0.7 and 12 MeV, and a delayed reconstructed energy,1033

Ed, between 6 and 12 MeV. All remaining selection1034

criteria were designed for background rejection, which will1035

be discussed later in this section.1036

Fig. 16 shows the time distribution between prompt and1037

l Energy model

Includes the non-linearity from LS and readout 
electronics

Built based on various γ peaks and continuous 12B β
spectrum

l Validated with 

Michel electron; β+γ continuous spectra from 212/214Bi 
and 208Tl

Bench tests of Compton scattering electrons in LS
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u Reject PMT flashers 

u Coincidence in energy and time with 
multiplicity=2

• Energy: 0.7 MeV < Ep < 12.0 MeV, 
6.0 MeV < Ed < 12.0 MeV 

• Time: 1 µs < Δtp-d < 200 µs

u Muon anticoincidence

Water pool muon: reject 0.6 ms

• AD muon (>20 MeV): reject 1 ms

• AD shower muon (>2.5 GeV): reject 
1 s 

11

Antineutrino candidates selection

1230days

Prompt signal

Delayed Signal

𝝂F𝒆 + 𝒑 → 𝒆< + 𝒏
𝒏+ 	  𝒙𝐆𝐝 → 	  𝒙<𝟏𝐆𝐝 +𝜸?𝒔 ~30	  µs 8MeV
𝒏 + 𝐇 → 𝐃+𝜸 ~200 µs 2.2MeV
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u Multiple detectors in the same hall
• Allow examination of the uncorrelated uncertainty
• The observed ratios of IBD rates are consistent with expectations
• Confirm the systematic uncertainty

12

Side by side comparison

Uncertainty dominated by statistics and the 0.13% uncorrelated error.
Most of the background uncertainty has been cancelled.
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l Accidentals:

Uncertainty less than 0.02%

l Fast neutron:

Uncertainty less than 0.05%

l 9Li/8He

Uncertainty 0.1%~0.15%

l From the 241Am-13C calibration source

Uncertainty 0.05%~0.1%

l 13C(α,n)16O

Uncertainty less than 0.05%

13

Backgrounds
1230 days data

Sites   B/S  ratio Backgrou
nd error

Daya Bay（EH1） 1.8% 0.2%

Ling  Ao（EH2） 1.5% 0.15%

Far（EH3） 2.0% 0.2%

EH3
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l Over 2.5M (300K) IBD candidates in total (the far site).

l Double the statistics of Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 111802 (2015)

14

1230 days data

Data summary
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Oscillation Results

sin22θ13 = [8.41±0.27(stat.)±0.19(syst.)]× 10-2

|Δm2
ee|  = [2.50±0.06(stat.)±0.06(syst.)]×	  10-3eV2

χ2/NDF = 232.6/263

1230 days data
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u Most precise 
sin22θ13 and |Δm2

32|

u Consistent results among 
The MeV-scale reactor

The GeV-scale accelerator and

atmospheric experiments

Δm2
32 (NH)=[2.45±0.08]×10-3eV2   

Δm2
32 (IH) =[-2.55±0.08]×10-3eV2

16

Oscillation results
1230 days data

Fit with full 3-flavor oscillation formula 
assuming normal mass hierarchy.
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Independent Measurement of 
𝜃.* using nH

16/7/13
17

l Rate analysis: sin22θ13 = 0.071±0.011  χ2/NDF = 6.3/6

l Consistent results with those of the n-Gd analysis
l Spectrum distortion consistent with the oscillation hypothesis

621 days data
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2011 2012 20162013 2014 2015

August 2011
Data taking
with Near det.

Dec  2011
Start of the 
data taking
with Near +Far

March 2012
observation
Of 
theta13≠0.

First meas
of △mee

Major milestones of the Daya Bay experiment

Results with 6AD +full 8AD

First meas of 
θ13 in nH
capture

Summary results with 6AD

0.15

0.1

0.05

si
n

2 2
θ 1

3

nH

Near detectors

Far detectors

217 days

6AD
3 Near + 3 Far

8AD – full config.
4 Near + 4 Far

1230days results will be published soon.

404 days

nGd

609 days
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Summary

l Most precise measurement of sin22θ13 and |Δm2
ee| with 

1230days of data are presented:

l Independent measurement sin22θ13 using neutron captured on 
hydrogen with 631-day of data is also presented.

sin22θ13         = [8.41±0.33] × 10-2

|Δm2
ee|        = [2.50±0.08] ×	  10-3eV2

Δm2
32(NH) = [2.45±0.08] ×	  10-3eV2

Δm2
32(IH) = [-2.55±0.08] ×	  10-3eV2

sin22θ13 = 0.071±0.011 
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Thanks！

20


